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    Abstract

        
            During the past four years, the ORNL BWRSAT Program has developed a series of increasingly sophisticated BWR secondary containment models. These models have been applied in a variety of studies to evaluate the severe accident mitigation capability of BWR secondary containments. This paper describes the results of a recent ORNL study of the impact of BWR MK I primary containment failure dynamics on secondary containment integrity. A 26-cell MELCOR Browns Ferry secondary containment model is described and the predicted thermodynamic response of the secondary containment to a variety of postulated primary containment failure modes is presented. The effects of primary containment failure location, timing, and ultimate hole size on secondary containment response is investigated, and the potential impact of hydrogen deflagrations on secondary containment integrity is explored.
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                    Role of BWR MK I secondary containments in severe accident mitigation

                    
                        Conference
                            Greene, S
                            

                    The recent advent of detailed containment analysis codes such as CONTAIN and MELCOR has facilitated the development of the first large-scale, architectural-based BWR secondary containment models. During the past year ORNL has developed detailed, plant-specific models of the Browns Ferry and Peach Bottom secondary containments, and applied these models in a variety of studies designed to evaluate the role and effectiveness of BWR secondary containments in severe accident mitigation. The topology and basis for these models is discussed, together with some of the emerging insights from these studies.
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                    All commercial boiling water reactor (BWR) plants in the US employ primary containments of the pressure suppression design. These primary containments are surrounded and enclosed by a secondary containment consisting of a reactor building and refueling bay (MK I and MK II designs), a shield building, auxiliary building and fuel building (MK III), or an auxiliary building and enclosure building (Grand Gulf style MK III). Although secondary containment designs are highly plant specific, their purpose is to minimize the ground level release of radioactive material for a spectrum of traditional design basis accidents. While not designed for severe accident mitigation,more » these secondary containments might also reduce the radiological consequences of severe accidents. This issue is receiving increasing attention due to concerns that BWR MK I primary containment integrity would be lost should a significant mass of molten debris escape the reactor vessel during a severe accident. This paper presents a brief overview of domestic BWR secondary containment designs and highlights plant-specific features that could influence secondary containment severe accident survivability and accident mitigation effectiveness. Current issues surrounding secondary containment performance are discussed, and insights gained from recent ORNL secondary containment studies of Browns Ferry, Peach Bottom, and Shoreham are presented. Areas of significant uncertainty are identified and recommendations for future research are presented.« less
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                    In evaluating core debris/concrete interactions for a BWR MK I containment design, it is common practice to assume that at reactor vessel breach, the core debris is homogeneous and of low viscosity, so that it flows through the pedestal doorway and spreads in a radially uniform fashion throughout the drywell floor. In a recent study performed by the NRC-sponsored Boiling Water Reactor Severe Accident Technology (BWRSAT) program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, calculations indicate that at reactor vessel bottom head failure, the debris temperature is such that the debris metals (Zr, Fe, Ni, Cr) are completely molten while the oxidesmore » (UO/sub 2/, ZrO/sub 2/, FeO) are completely frozen. Thus, the frozen oxides are expected to remain within the reactor pedestal while the molten metals radially separate from the frozen oxides, flow through the reactor pedestal doorway, and spread over the annular region of the drywell floor between the pedestal and the containment shell. This paper assesses the impact on calculated debris gas releases and the production and release of fission product-laden aerosols for two different cases of debris distribution: uniform distribution and the laterally separated case of 95% oxides-5% metals inside the pedestal and 5% oxides-95% metals outside the pedestal. The computer codes used are CORCON-MOD2, MARCON 2.1B and VANESA.« less
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                    Contain calculations of debris conditions adjacent to the BWR Mark I drywell shell during the later phases of a severe accident

                    
                        Conference
                            Hyman, C
                            

                    Best estimate CONTAIN calculations have recently been performed by the BWR Severe Accident Technology (BWRSAT) Program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to predict the primary containment response during the later phases of an unmitigated low-pressure Short Term Station Blackout at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station. Debris pour conditions leaving the failed reactor vessel are taken from the results of best estimate BWRSAR analyses that are based upon an assumed metallic debris melting temperature of 2750/degree/F (1783 K) and an oxide debris melting temperature of 4350/degree/F (2672 K). Results of the CONTAIN analysis for the case without sprays indicate failuremore » of the drywell seals due to the extremely hot atmospheric conditions extant in the drywell. The maximum calculated temperature of the debris adjacent to the drywell shell is less than the melting temperature of the shell, yet the sustained temperatures may be sufficient to induce primary containment pressure boundary failure by the mechanism of creep-rupture. It is also predicted that a significant portion of the reactor pedestal wall is ablated during the period of the calculation. Nevertheless, the calculated results are recognized to be influenced by large modeling uncertainties. Several deficiencies in the application of the CORCON module within the CONTAIN code to BWR severe accident sequences are identified and discussed. 5 refs., 9 figs., 4 tabs.,« less
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                    In evaluating core debris/concrete interactions for a BWR MK I containment design, it is common practice to assume that at reactor vessel breach, the core debris is homogeneous and of low viscosity, so that it flows through the pedestal doorway and spreads in a radially uniform fashion throughout the drywell floor. In a recent study performed by the NRC-sponsored Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, calculations indicate that at reactor vessel bottom head failure, the debris temperature is such that the debris metals (Zr, Fe, Ni, Cr) are completely molten while the oxides (UO/sub 2/more » ZrO/sub 2/, FeO) are completely frozen. Thus, the frozen oxides are expected to remain within the reactor pedestal while the molten metals radially separate from the frozen oxides, flow through the reactor pedestal doorway, and spread over the annular region of the drywell floor between the pedestal and the containment shell. This paper assesses the impact on calculated containment response and the production and release of fission product-laden aerosols for two different cases of debris distribution: uniform distribution and the laterally separated case of 95% oxides-5% metals inside the pedestal and 5% oxides-95% metals outside the pedestal. The computer codes used are CORCON-MOD2, MARCON 2.1B and VANESA.« less
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